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Connect and Connectivity:
Revealing a World of Interactions
Introduction
Technological developments open new
opportunities to meet the increasing
expectations of museum visitors. Although
these technologies provide many new
possibilities, individual challenges and
limitations are rife. Museums should
therefore aim to unify many such
technologies in order to capture visitor
attention, engage interaction and facilitate
social activities. However, unless specifically
designed for, many of the technological
capabilities of these devices remain hidden
and technologies remain oblivious of each
other’s features.
This poster presents a framework which
uniquely identifies a community of people,
artefacts and devices within the museum
environment and provides the means to
discover, and make use of the technological
properties of each element, treating them as
an interacting ecosystem of complex adaptive
systems and networks in physical spaces.
Connectivity is mbedded int our modern
day society. Devices incr asingly rely on
permanent network connecti n , and people
ke p connected through social networks.
Technological ad ances allow everyday
objects to become part of large networks of
interc nnected entities. Connectivity within
hese networks allows for the design of novel
in raction methods th t utilise the d gital
input nd output capabilities of connected
ent ties. H wever, when sp ifically
designing for int raction, ntities becom
e tangled and remain oblivious of each
'
This poster presents our current progress in
opening up the space of connectivity by
identifying a community of objects, people
and devices and providing the means to
discover, and make use of the technological
properties of each element, reating them as
an interacting ecosystem of complex adaptive
systems and networks in physical spaces.
Sytizen: Working Together
Operating in three steps to facilitate information flow.
1.Introduction
(identify individual entities — Who are you?)
2.Specification
(get insight in technical capabilitiess — What can you do?)
3.Communication
(send / receive data — give me that information!)
Connectivity
The vast amount of digital
input and output capabilities
of technologies within large
interconnected networks are
hidden potentials. However,
unless specifically designed
for these technologies are
oblivious of each others'
technological features. Once
objects, people and devices
become part of large
interconnected networks,
this allows them to explore
each other’s technological
capabilities, opening
connectivity, channels for
new synergy, and allows to
give rise to novel interaction
methods.
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Future Work
• Develop:
Novel interaction methods
and interactive systems.
• Experiment:
Run experiments where
we test novel interaction
methods for user
satisfaction.
The presented framework (Sytizen) facilitates the information flow and
communication within a large network of interconnected entities.
Overview
Place Smartphone
next to Object
Smartphone connects
with Object
Object and Smartphone exchange
technical capabilities
Object and Smartphone exchange
unique ID
Both Smartphone and Object can now request or send data they
wish to utilise for interactive systems
Smartphone senses
presence of Object
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